Treadstone 71 Cyber Intelligence Maturity Model
Treadstone 71 Cyber Intelligence Common Body of Knowledge

Treadstone 71 developed a maturity model to help
organizations determine the maturity of their cyber
intelligence initiatives against the cyber intelligence
common body of knowledge (CICBOK). The
model provides strategic and operational aspects of
your cyber intelligence maturity, where it needs to
go, and where you should concentrate your
attention to create more value for your business.
Nearly 8 years in the making, the Treadstone 71
Cyber Intelligence Maturity Model uses traditional
tradecraft as delivered by Sherman Kent and
Richards Heuer, intelligence community standards, analytic standards, and experiential knowledge derived
from years of training, assessing, and building cyber intelligence programs.
The Treadstone 71 Cyber Intelligence Capability Maturity Model (T71-CICMM) is a methodology used to
develop and refine an organization's cyber intelligence program. Not only are the model educational and
practical skills for learning and developing expertise, but also a roadmap for building a cyber intelligence
program. The model describes a five-level evolutionary path of increasingly organized and systematically
more mature processes. Treadstone 71 developed the CICMM and is promoted Treadstone 71, an
intelligence training and services firm supporting many Fortune 500 organisations globally. Founded in
2002, Treadstone 71 advances the
profession of intelligence and intelligence
analysis across multiple verticals in
multiple countries. Treadstone 71 teaches
cyber
intelligence,
cyber
counterintelligence, clandestine cyber
HUMINT, and analysis. Treadstone 71
advocates for adoption of this model and
solicits comments on the content.
Generally, Treadstone 71 follows the five
standard levels of maturity as defined below but relevant to cyber intelligence:
•

At the initial level, processes are disorganized, even chaotic. Success is likely to depend on individual
efforts, and is not considered to be repeatable, because processes would not be sufficiently defined and
documented to allow them to be replicated.

•

At the repeatable level, basic cyber intelligence techniques are established, and successes could be
repeated, because the requisite processes would have been made established, defined, and documented.

•

At the defined level, an organization has developed its own standard cyber intelligence process through
greater attention to documentation, standardization, and integration.

•

At the managed level, an organization monitors and controls its own processes through data collection
and analysis.

•

At the optimizing level, processes are constantly being improved through monitoring feedback from
current processes and introducing innovative processes to better serve the organization's needs.

Benefits of the Treadstone 71 CICMM
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The Treadstone 71 CICMM approach to cyber intelligence maturity delivers on Kent’s tenets of intelligence
and analytic doctrine, while incorporating content from the International Association for Intelligence
Education Standards for Intelligence Analyst Training. The framework uses intelligence disciplines,
methods, and techniques keenly developed through study, observation, and direct use.

The model provides organizations a method to get started with their intelligence program, assess the status
of an existing program, organize a roadmap for step-by-step maturation, and a method upon which to
benchmark and measure progress.
The Treadstone 71 CICMM and associated CICBOK describes the relationship between the behaviours,
attitudes, practices and mindsets that determine the cyber intelligence maturity level of your organisation.
We map goals and objectives specifically targeting areas of improvement to each maturity level, prioritised
based upon your organisation’s needs. This proven method integrates various stakeholders and disciplines
required to consistently deliver the goals for organisational change relative to intelligence.
Treadstone 71 uses this repeatedly proven approach to bring about successful organisational change for
cyber intelligence.
Treadstone
71
methods
are
rigorously
tried
and tested based
upon years of
education,
training, research,
and programmatic
execution.
We
cover the whole of
intelligence with
threat intelligence
as but a component
of the overall
strategy. Analysis

as an inherently
an
intellectual
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activity that requires knowledge, judgment, and a degree of intuition. The CICMM is a framework
which people transform their organization into an efficient and highly functional organization. The
framework and common body of knowledge integrates, evaluates, analysis, and executes to
intelligence community standards. Despite all the attention focused on the operational (collection)
side of intelligence, analysis is the core of the process to inform decision makers. Analysis as more
than just describing what is happening and why; identifying a range of opportunities… Analysis
is the key to making sense of the data and finding opportunities to act. The Treadstone 71 CICMM
and CICBOK is your ticket to logically and rapidly building a cyber intelligence program sure to
be recognised for performance and execution.
In creating the Capability Maturity Model, Treadstone 71 spent several years creating, integrating,
and adapting intelligence information, methods, and standards into a Common Body of
Knowledge. We incorporated this into our training programs and advisory services. The
“International
Association
for
Intelligence Education
Standards
for
Intelligence
Analyst
Initial Training” is fully
incorporated in both our
training and Cyber
Intelligence Common
Body of Knowledge.
Although we found the
Intelligence Education
Standards to be detailed
and informative, we also
found the information to
be
lacking
in
completeness relative to
non-physical
environments.
Most
likely not intended for a
cyber intelligence and
lifecycle focus, the
Standards provided a
welcome guide in our
creation
of
the
CICBOK. In addition,
our analysis indicated
the Standards to need
more detail surrounding
the intelligence lifecycle
per practical cyber
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intelligence execution as well as details on a pragmatic approach to intelligence planning and threat
intelligence implementation.
As a result, we aggregated our training materials, reference several sources of government and
commercial books, methods, and techniques, and integrated these into a comprehensive Cyber
Intelligence Common Body of Knowledge. Using the Cyber Intelligence Capability Maturity
Model as a lead in to measurement and understanding of cyber intelligence program development,
the Common Body of Knowledge
Intelligence Education
took shape. The differences in the
Treadstone 71 Cyber Intelligence Common Body
Standards for Intelligence
“Intelligence
Education
Analyst Initial Training
of Knowledge and Capability Maturity Model
Introduction to Intelligence
Introduction to Intelligence
Standards
for
Intelligence
Stakeholder Management
Analyst Initial Training” and the
Collection Management
Treadstone 71 Cyber Intelligence
Collection
Common Body of Knowledge is
Requirements Management
Mission Management
demonstrated below:
Situational Awareness
Critical Thinking
Creative / Divergent Thinking
Cognitive Bias
Structured Analytic Techniques Structured Analytic Techniques
Production
Analytic Issues
Analysis and Analytic Issues
Analytic Writing
Analytic Writing
Analytic Briefing
Reports and Dissemination - Analytic Briefing
Integration
Administration - Standard Operating Procedures
Evidence
Argument Mapping
Argument Mapping
Threat Intelligence Platform Phase I
Sharing
Case Studies
Case Studies
Critical Thinking

Several implementations of
Cyber Intelligence programs with
clients in various locations led
Treadstone
71
to
the
development of the CICBOK. As
demonstrated by the comparison,
Treadstone 71 established criteria
and knowledge fill critical
requirements for the cyber
intelligence lifecycle. You will
also notice that unlike most
vendors pushing technologies for
threat intelligence platforms, we
see threat intelligence as merely a tool and included function of intelligence. We see Threat
Intelligence much like ‘Warning Intelligence’ is a reporting model with precedence categories and
time objectives. The need for aggregating intelligence and creating knowledge that is termed
‘Threat Intelligence’ is a required capability in organizations but it should not hold exclusive sway
over cyber intelligence. In fact, it is but a component of a much larger capability left untapped in
most organizations. That is the integration of all organizational intelligence capabilities into a
focused force. Competitive, business (market), and cyber intelligence should not only be sharing
data, but integrated into a single unit unfettered from the ‘hamster wheel’ of incident response and
politicization of certain business intelligence intent. Yes, security operations and incident response
require tactical and technical intelligence as well as operational aptitude but placing analysis
functions in these areas does not create a highly effective intelligence capability (Fallacies and
Faultlines). The constant operational tempo of security operations does not afford analysts the
required time and environment to produce impactful products.
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In addition to the maturity model and common body of knowledge, Treadstone 71 created a full
suite of processes, process flows, procedures, methods, and techniques directly tied to cyber
intelligence program builds and analytic methods. This allows our clients to quickly establish an

intelligence beach head beyond a threat intelligence platform. Our ability to rapidly build and
deploy a fully functioning cyber intelligence program is only slowed by organizational
requirements for review and program digestion. The cyber intelligence lifecycle is an inclusive
model around which the capability maturity model and common body of knowledge is built. We
believe this model is not set in stone but a continuously updating and self-improving model that is
and will continue to shift as humans and technology change while become closer to one another.
Is the model perfect? No but to wait for perfection is to ensure never to deliver anything. Our intent
is to create a model to assist in the rapid maturation of your programs. To teach you how to fish
instead of depending upon a farm grown fish that is based upon a create once, distribute many
model. A model that is generic to your vertical but lacks specifics to your organizational needs.
We will soon release the model followed in the coming months by the common body of
knowledge. Treadstone 71 hopes this information and release speeds your deployment of
intelligence in your organization.
www.treadstone71.com – www.cybershafarat.com – www.cyberreconnaissance.com
info@treadstone71.com – 888.714.0071 Office
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